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The Honorable Gerry E. Studds 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Fisheries 

and Wildlife Conservation and the 
Environment 

Committee on Merchant Marine and 
Fisheries 

House of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

As requested in your October 23, 1989, letter and subsequent discussions with your office, 
we have examined (1) whether federal agency activities affecting coastal areas are 
undergoing required environmental reviews and (2) whether such reviews ensure that all 
major environmental impacts are considered in the decision-making process. 

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce its contents earlier, we will make 
no further distribution of this report until 30 days after the date of this letter. At that time, 
we will send copies to other appropriate House and Senate Committees; the Secretary of 
Commerce; the Chairman, Council on Environmental Quality; the Administrator, 
Environmental Protection Agency; the Director, Office of Management and Budget; and other 
interested parties. 

This work was prepared under the direction of Richard L. Hembra, Director, Environmental 
Protection Issues, who may be reached at (202) 275-6111 if you or your staff have any 
further questions. Other major contributors to this report are listed in appendix IV. 

V J. Dexter Peach 
Assistant Comptroller General 



Executive Summq 

Purpose Rapid population growth in coastal areas over the past several decades 
has placed increased stress on coastal resources that has resulted in 
beach closures, declining fish populations, and destruction of wetlands. 
Trends pointing to more densely populated coastal areas suggest the 
likelihood of continued deterioration. 

Concerned that the federal government spends millions of dollars to pro- 
tect the coastal environment while supporting other activities that may 
inadvertently accelerate environmental degradation in coastal areas, the 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation and the 
Environment, House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, 
asked GAO to evaluate whether or not federal activities in coastal areas 
conflict with sensible growth and long-term environmental quality. Spe- 
cifically, GAO examined (1) whether federal agency activities affecting 
coastal areas are undergoing required environmental reviews and (2) 
whether such reviews ensure that all major environmental impacts are 
considered in the decision-making process. 

Background Currently, nearly one-half of the U.S. population is crowded into coastal 
counties, and population projections indicate a continued increase in 
coastal population density. Increases in coastal housing construction, 
domestic water use, residential energy demands, solid waste production, 
and discharges from waste water treatment plants are also projected. 
These factors cause concern about the possible loss of coastal natural 
and recreational resources worth billions of dollars. 

Numerous federal agency activities can have direct or indirect effects on 
the coastal environment. Direct effects are those in which the impact is 
immediate and directly associated with the federal activity-such as 
waste discharges from federal facilities. Indirect effects, such as 
changes in population density, occur later in time and/or in locations 
removed from the activity itself. 

Two key statutes require reviews of the environmental impacts of fed- 
eral activities in coastal areas. The Coastal Zone Management Act 
(CZMA), administered by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis- 
tration (NOAA), Department of Commerce, requires proponents of federal 
activities to notify states that the proposed activities are consistent with 
federally approved state coastal zone management programs. These pro- 
grams are designed by individual states to balance economic growth in 
coastal areas with the need to protect these areas from environmental 
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decline. The National Environmental Policy Act requires federal agen- 
cies to assess the environmental impacts of all major federal activities 
significantly affecting the environment. The Council on Environmental 
Quality is responsible for issuing regulations on how these assessments 
should be prepared. 

Results in Brief According to federal and state coastal zone managers, most federal 
agencies comply with environmental review requirements when their 
activities affect coastal areas. However, GAO'S review of federal activi- 
ties in four states and two estuaries indicates that state and federal 
agency officials sometimes disagreed as to whether certain federal 
agency activities were subject to environmental review requirements. 

Even in the cases where there were no disputes regarding the need for 
an environmental review, GAO found that questions were sometimes 
raised about how well the review process accounted for the full range of 
environmental impacts. This was particularly true for federal activities 
with indirect effects, such as accelerated population growth. Such 
impacts are often more significant than direct impacts but are more dif- 
ficult to quantify. Currently, little guidance is available on how indirect 
impacts should be assessed. 

Although strengthening the review process would help to ensure that 
the environmental impacts of specific projects or activities are consid- 
ered, comprehensive planning in coastal zones would help ensure that 
the cumulative effects of activities are considered in addition to their 
individual impacts. However, there is little guidance available on devel- 
oping comprehensive plans or on how such plans could be used to assess 
cumulative impacts. 

Principal Findings 

Application of 
Environmental Review 
Requirements Sometimes 
Disputed * 

Among the cases in which federal and state officials disagreed over the 
application of CzMA environmental review requirements were certain 
“paper” transactions, such as the sale or lease of federal land and the 
designation of ocean-dumping sites. Some federal agencies have con- 
tended that such activities are not subject to CZMA environmental review 
requirements because the activities do not directly affect the coastal 
zone. States have argued that such reviews should be done because 
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these activities are the first step in a process that can lead to significant 
future impacts. For example, in the case of offshore oil and gas leases, 
CZMA review does not occur until after the lease is sold and the buyer 
submits an exploration plan. 

Recent amendments to CZMA require that all federal activities, regardless 
of their location or whether their impacts are direct or indirect, must be 
consistent with state programs. NOAA officials, however, expect that 
some federal agencies will continue to argue that their activities do not 
affect the coastal zone at all. 

Disagreements Over the 
Adequacy of 
Environmental Reviews 

State coastal managers also raised concerns about the quality and ade- 
quacy of environmental reviews of proposed federal activities. In one 
case GAO reviewed, state coastal managers described as “appalling” the 
environmental impact statement for the re-routing and expansion of a 
highway. State officials found that the highway project would have a 
“significant growth-inducing” effect and predicted that the resulting 
population growth would exceed state planning limitations established 
for the area by 100 percent. 

Disagreements over the adequacy of environmental reviews commonly 
involve indirect impacts, which are typically more difficult to predict 
and measure than direct impacts. NOAA and the Council on Environ- 
mental Quality have issued little guidance on how to assess indirect 
impacts. 

Benefits of 
Comprehensive, Long- 
Range Planning 

While evaluating the impacts of specific activities on the coastal envi- 
ronment is important, it is also important to consider the cumulative 
impacts of these activities. Long-term, areawide plans provide a basis 
for assessing the cumulative impacts of individual activities within the 
context of an overall framework that balances growth and development 
with environmental protection. Conversely, lack of such planning has 
led to the deterioration of certain coastal waters. 

Although NOAA has issued guidance to states regarding how to develop 
comprehensive plans, this guidance is not current and provides little 
information on how to assess the cumulative impacts of activities. 
According to NOAA officials, only about one-third of the states with fed- 
erally approved coastal zone management programs have good compre- 
hensive plans that are useful in managing the cumulative effects of 
activities on coastal areas. 
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Recommendations GAO recommends that the Secretary of Commerce direct the Adminis- 
trator, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, to (1) ensure 
that, in light of the recent CZMA amendments, the CZMA implementing reg- 
ulations clearly address those federal activities that have historically 
been disputed and stipulate whether such activities are subject to CZMA'S 
environmental review requirements; (2) develop and issue additional 
guidance, in consultation with the Council on Environmental Quality, on 
how to conduct environmental assessments of the indirect impacts of 
proposed federal activities; and (3) improve assistance to states on how 
to develop comprehensive plans, with emphasis on assessing cumulative 
impacts. 

Agency Comments The Department of Commerce agreed that it needs to provide additional 
guidance on how to assess the indirect and cumulative impacts of pro- 
posed activities on the coastal zone. Commerce, however, disagreed that 
NOAA should revise its regulations to clarify whether certain federal 
activities are subject to CZMA environmental review requirements. Com- 
merce maintains that the recent amendments to the consistency provi- 
sions of CZMA codify NOAA'S existing interpretation of CZMA 
environmental review requirements, with the exception of offshore oil 
and gas leases. Since the Department of the Interior is already revising 
its procedures to address these leases, Commerce believes no other 
changes to the CZMA implementing regulations are needed. Because GAO'S 
review disclosed that federal agencies, other than Interior, have con- 
tended that some of their activities are not subject to CZMA environ- 
mental review requirements and because NOAA officials believe that 
these disputes may continue, GAO maintains that the act’s implementing 
regulations need to stipulate whether activities that have been the sub- 
ject of past disputes are subject to consistency review. 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) generally agreed with GAO'S 
findings and recommendations and noted that EPA, in consultation with 
other agencies, is preparing a guide to help environmental managers in 
federal agencies address cumulative impacts. 

The Council on Environmental Quality generally agreed with GAO'S find- 
ings and recommendations. The Council also agreed to assist NOAA in 
developing and issuing additional guidance on how to conduct environ- 
mental assessments of proposed federal activities that affect coastal 
areas. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The nation’s coasts are a vital and substantial part of our national 
resource base. They abound with estuaries, beaches, bays, lagoons, 
islands, and wetlands. Coastal wetlands provide nurseries, food, and 
habitat for most of the commercially valuable fish; coastal barrier 
islands and dunes provide an important buffer to protect the mainland 
from coastal storms; and coastal areas provide an aesthetic and recrea- 
tional resource enjoyed by millions. 

In terms of real value, coastal resources are worth billions of dollars. A 
recent report, sponsored by the National Coastal Resources Research 
and Development Institute, concluded that in 1985,31.7 percent of the 
U.S. gross national product, or almost $1.3 trillion, originated in the 413 
coastal counties that are within 50 miles of an ocean, bay, or Great Lake, 
or are within an estuarine region. Production of these goods and services 
provided 28.3 million jobs and $479.9 billion in payroll.1 

In addition, coastal resources have intangible values that people enjoy, 
but for which they do not pay. Each year, millions of people enjoy the 
coastal environment for swimming, boating, hiking, and bird watching 
and as parks, refuges, and open space. 

Environmental Quality Evidence of declining environmental quality in coastal areas is accumu- 

of Coastal Areas Is 
Declining 

lating steadily, and the signs of damage and loss are pervasive. Among 
the visible signs of the problem in recent years have been beach clo- 
sures, declining fish populations, and destruction of wetlands. Because 
much of this deterioration is associated with population growth in these 
areas, trends pointing to more densely populated coastal areas suggest 
the likelihood of continued deterioration in the future. 

As coastal populations have increased, coastal waters have become con- 
taminated and shorelines, wetlands, and submerged lands have been 
physically altered, The cumulative effect has been that this decline in 
coastal water quality threatens public health, the health and survival of 
living resources, the coastal economy, and the recreational assets of 
coastal areas and resources. 

‘Valuing Coastal Zone Management, a report prepared by the Center for Urban and Regional Studies, 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, for the National Coastal Resources Research and Devel- 
opment Institute, NCR1 Publication No. NCRI-T-90-006, March 1990. This report notes that combined 
federal and state spending on coastal zone management is only four thousandths of one percent of the 
value of goods and services produced in the coastal zone. 
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While coastal counties (excluding Alaska’s) comprise only 11 percent of 
the nation’s land area, nearly one-half of the nation’s population 
inhabits these areas. Coastal population is a major cause of the decline 
in coastal environmental quality; it is also one of the major reasons why 
solving this problem is so critical-the health and the quality of life of 
so many depend on it. 

Population Growth in 
Coastal Areas Places 
Increased Stress on th .e - _ Environment 

Residential population in coastal counties increased from about 80 mil- 
lion in 1960 to 112 million in 1990. Between 1960 and 1988, coastal pop- 
ulation density increased from 248 to 341 persons per square mile- 
more than 4 times the U.S. average. Further, population density in 
coastal areas is expected to increase as more people continue to move 
into this limited space. About 68 percent of all coastal counties will have 
a population density increase of more than 10 percent between 1988 and 
2010. 

As the coastal population increases, so does the demand for housing, 
transportation, and services. In an October 1989 study of the trends in 
coastal development, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra- 
tion (NOAA), Department of Commerce, estimated that by the year 2000, 
there will be over 7 million new housing units and 11 million more vehi- 
cles in coastal areas over 1980 levels (increases of 23 and 27 percent, 
respectively). Between the mid-1980s and 2000, NOAA estimated 
domestic water use will increase about 1.5 billion gallons per day (16 
percent), the demand for residential energy will increase about 327 tril- 
lion British thermal units (12 percent), solid waste generation will 
increase about 10 million tons (19 percent), and discharges from waste 
water treatment plants will increase about 2.5 billion gallons per day (18 
percent). 

Federal Activities May 
Have Significant Impacts 
on the Coastal 
Environment 

The federal government exercises considerable influence over coastal 
resources through its regulatory and financial assistance programs, as 
well as its direct actions as a user of the coastal zone. Federal programs 
are as diverse as the uses of the coastal zone, ranging from wilderness 
preservation to a variety of activities intended to foster economic 
development. 

In 1981, NOAA issued a report that concluded that nearly every federal 
program affects coastal resources. NOAA focused its review on key fed- 
eral programs in five areas: (1) development and reconstruction assis- 
tance programs; (2) infrastructure development programs; (3) 
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landholding programs; (4) energy-related programs; and (5) regulatory 
and planning programs. In each of these areas, NOAA identified conflicts 
between the federal program activities and coastal environmental man- 
agement goals. NOAA'S report addressed a wide range of issues to 
improve the administration of federal programs and procedures 
affecting coastal resources and made detailed recommendations in sev- 
eral areas. 

NOAA conducted a similar study in 1985 which concluded that some pro- 
gress had been made in resolving earlier problems but that much 
remained to be done. For example, NOAA concluded that federal infra- 
structure programs and disaster and reconstruction programs could still 
inadvertently encourage development and population growth in sensi- 
tive and otherwise unsuitable areas. 

Coastal Areas Are Among the key federal environmental statutes that address coastal 

Protected Under Two resources are two that were enacted, in part, to balance the impacts of 
federal activities with environmental concerns. These statutes, the 

Key Environmental Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) and the National Environmental 

Statutes Policy Act (NEPA), provide tools for coastal managers to assess the 
potential environmental impacts of federal activities, identify alterna- 
tives to the proposed activities, and, where possible, reduce or mitigate 
environmental damage where alternatives are not feasible options. 

Coastal Zone Management The Congress enacted CZMA to balance the competing demands of growth 
Act of 1972 and development with the need to protect coastal areas. In enacting 

CZMA, the Congress declared that it is the national policy “to preserve, 
protect, develop, and where possible, to restore or enhance, the 
resources of the Nation’s coastal zone. , ,” 

CZMA is administered by the Secretary of Commerce, with general 
authority delegated to the Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and 
Atmosphere. Day-to-day responsibility for CZMA has been assigned to 
NOAA'S Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management. The act 
establishes a voluntary, cooperative program to encourage states to 
exercise their “full authority” over coastal areas by developing Coastal 
Zone Management (CZM) programs meeting minimum federal standards. 
In carrying out these plans, federal, state, and local governments; the 
private sector; and citizens can act in partnership to develop and imple- 
ment comprehensive programs to protect coastal resources, uses, and 
values from the pressures of population and development. 
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CZMA provides two key incentives for states to participate. First, it pro- 
vides for federal financial and technical assistance to states and local 
governments during program development and implementation. Second, 
the federal consistency provisions of CZMA require that federal activities 
affecting the coastal zone be conducted in a manner consistent with fed- 
erally approved state coastal zone programs. 

The consistency provisions apply to four basic types of activities: direct 
federal activities, including development projects; federally licensed and 
permitted activities; Outer Continental Shelf exploration, development, 
and production plans; and federal assistance to state and local govern- 
ments. Federal agencies must prepare a “consistency determination” 
which states whether or not a direct federal activity is consistent with a 
state’s CZM program. The proponent of the other three types of activities 
must certify that the proposed activity is consistent with the state’s CZM 
program. The determination or certification, together with supporting 
documentation, must be submitted to the state CZM agency for review 
and concurrence or objection. If the state objects to the determination or 
certification, it must describe the basis for its objection as well as how 
the activity could be modified to be consistent with the state’s CZM pro- 
gram. In cases of serious disputes between the state CZM agency and the 
proponent of an activity, the Secretary of Commerce is authorized to 
mediate the disagreement. 

The federal consistency provisions of CZMA can be effective tools for the 
states to ensure that federal activities are coordinated with their coastal 
management programs. While direct federal activities, including devel- 
opment projects, need only be consistent with state coastal programs “to 
the maximum extent possible,” CZMA expressly prohibits federal agen- 
cies from granting federal licenses and permits; approving plans for 
exploration, development, or production on Outer Continental Shelf 
lands; or approving applications for federal financial assistance unless 
the state CZM agency concurs with the proponents’ consistency 
certification. 

Through fiscal year 1990, 29 of 35 eligible coastal states and territories 
have chosen to develop coastal management programs and have 
received federal approval for these programs. Together, the national 
network of approved state programs covers 94 percent of the nation’s 
coastline, including that of the Great Lakes. Through fiscal year 1990, 
federal CZMA funding for assistance to eligible states and territories to 
develop and implement coastal programs totaled about $657 million. 
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National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969 

The Congress enacted NEPA to ensure that the potential environmental 
effects of proposed federal activities are identified and considered in the 
decision-making process. While not specifically directed towards the 
coastal environment, NEPA requires that the applicable federal agency 
prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for every 
“major” federal action that may significantly affect the quality of the 
human environment. The EIS is designed to ensure that important envi- 
ronmental impacts will not be overlooked or underestimated before the 
agency makes a commitment to a proposed action. 

The Council on Environmental Quality, established by NEPA, developed 
regulations implementing NEPA governmentwide. These regulations pro- 
vide agencies with a process for determining whether or not to prepare 
an EIS. When an agency is not sure if an EIS is necessary, it prepares an 
environmental assessment to determine whether to prepare an EIS. If the 
environmental assessment determines that the proposed action will not 
significantly affect the environment, the agency prepares a “finding of 
no significant impact,” which explains why the proposed action will 
have no significant impact on the environment. The Environmental Pro- 
tection Agency (EPA) is responsible for reviewing agencies’ environ- 
mental impact statements. Other federal, state, and local agencies and 
the public may also review and comment on draft environmental impact 
statements. 

When an EIS is required, the regulations state that the EIS shall address 
the following five issues: (1) the environmental impacts of the proposed 
action (including the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts); (2) any 
adverse environmental impacts that cannot be avoided should the pro- 
posed action be implemented; (3) alternatives to the proposed action; (4) 
the relationship between local short-term uses of the environment and 
the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity; and (5) 
any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources that would 
occur should the proposed action be implemented. 

Objectives, Scope, and In an October 1989 letter to us, the Chairman, Fisheries and Wildlife 

Methodology Conservation and the Environment Subcommittee, House Committee on 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries, expressed concern about whether fed- 
eral programs are working at cross purposes, The Chairman stated that 
while the federal government spends millions of dollars trying to protect 
and improve coastal water quality and coastal management, it may also 
be aggressively financing and supporting other activities that directly 
conflict with sensible growth and long-term coastal environmental 
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quality. On the basis of subsequent discussions with the Chairman’s 
office, we agreed to examine (1) whether federal agencies’ activities 
affecting coastal areas are undergoing required environmental reviews 
and (2) whether such reviews ensure that all major environmental 
impacts are considered in deciding whether such activities are to be 
undertaken. 

To address these issues, we (1) examined a variety of studies on coastal 
zone management and pollution issues; (2) interviewed NOAA, EPA, and 
selected state agency officials with coastal resource responsibilities; and 
(3) examined records of federal activities impacting coastal resources. 
We also interviewed representatives of various environmental organiza- 
tions concerned with federal activity impacts on coastal resources. 

We concentrated our review on federal activities in the coastal zones of 
California, Florida, Massachusetts, and South Carolina. These states 
were selected based on their significant projected coastal population 
growth and to provide geographical representation. We also reviewed 
federal activities impacting two estuaries-the Chesapeake Bay, the 
largest estuary in the United States and the subject of a comprehensive 
restoration and protection program since 1977, and Puget Sound, one of 
the original participants in EPA'S National Estuary Program which 
focuses on protecting and improving water quality and enhancing 
resources in nationally significant estuaries. In addition, we reviewed 
applicable literature regarding the use of comprehensive planning to 
control further degradation of the Great Lakes. 

To address the first objective, we interviewed officials of state CZM and 
water quality agencies, representatives of local environmental organiza- 
tions, the Coastal States Organization, and the Natural Resource Defense 
Council, which identified significant federal activities affecting coastal 
resources, These interviews and subsequent review of records per- 
taining to the federal activities disclosed whether agencies’ proposed 
activities were undergoing the required environmental reviews. The fed- 
eral agencies sponsoring the activities identified were EPA, General Ser- 
vices Administration (GSA), Small Business Administration (SBA), Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation, Department of Transportation, Depart- 
ment of the Interior, Department of the Navy, and the Army Corps of 
Engineers. 

To address the second objective, we analyzed records of federal consis- 
tency reviews completed by state CZM agencies and environmental 
assessments performed by federal agencies to identify disputes 
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involving the adequacy of coverage of the environmental reviews per- 
formed. We also interviewed state, federal, and environmental group 
officials to obtain detailed information on the disputed issues and to 
identify any environmental impacts that might have been omitted 
during the environmental reviews. 

We did not attempt to develop a complete universe of all federal activi- 
ties affecting the coastal environment or the most significant federal 
activities from a national perspective. Officials from federal and state 
offices and environmental groups in the four states and two estuaries 
selected for review identified 20 projects as the most significant federal 
activities in these areas. Our focus was on reviewing the impacts of 
these 20 projects on coastal resources and identifying disputes regarding 
environmental reviews performed on these projects. 

Our review was conducted between November 1989 and March 1991 in 
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. EPA, 
Department of Commerce, and the Council on Environmental Quality 
provided written comments on a draft of this report, EPA'S, Commerce’s, 
and the Council’s comments are presented in appendixes I, II, and III, 
respectively. 
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Chapter 2 

Assessments of the Impacts of Federal 
Activities on Coastal EkwironmentaIl Qua@ 
Are Sometimes Disputed 

In our review of four states and two estuaries, we found that while vir- 
tually any federal activity may have an impact on the coastal zone, the 
federal activities most commonly identified in our review as having sig- 
nificant impacts on coastal areas or estuaries were the construction of 
highways, the dredging of harbors and rivers, and the transfer of fed- 
eral lands. For example, the direct impacts of the highway construction 
projects we reviewed included erosion, filling of wetlands, and destruc- 
tion of wildlife habitats. Examples of indirect impacts associated with 
the highway construction projects included increased population growth 
and development caused by improved access to coastal areas. 

Two federal statutes-the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 and 
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969-are designed to pro- 
mote thorough assessments of the impacts of federal activities on envi- 
ronmental quality. In most of the cases we reviewed, state Coastal Zone 
Management officials generally agreed that the environmental review 
processes established by these statutes provided adequate information 
to assess the environmental impacts of proposed federal activities. In 
some cases, however, state and federal officials disagreed on (1) 
whether certain types of activities should have been subject to CZMA 
review or (2) whether some of the environmental assessments con- 
ducted under NEPA adequately considered all significant impacts. In both 
cases, such disagreements arose more frequently in cases involving 
activities with indirect impacts on the environment. According to state 
and federal officials responsible for conducting environmental reviews, 
indirect impacts are often more difficult for federal agencies to predict, 
although these impacts may produce the more significant effects. 

Federal Activities Can Federal activities can impact coastal areas either directly or indirectly. 

Have Direct and 
Indirect Impacts on 
Coastal Areas 

NEPA regulations define direct impacts as those that occur at the same 
time and place as the activity, while indirect impacts are those that 
occur at a later time or in a different location than the activity. 

In the four states and two estuaries we reviewed, federal and state offi- 
cials and representatives of local environmental groups identified the 
significant federal activities affecting coastal resources in their areas. 
The majority of activities the officials identified involved construction 
of highways, dredging of harbors and rivers, and transfer of federal 
lands. The highway construction projects involved widening roads 
ranging in length from 7 miles to 22 miles. The dredging projects, most 
sponsored by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), typically 
involved maintenance dredging needed to ensure safe navigation and 
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the subsequent disposal of the dredged material. We also reviewed 
projects involving actual and potential sales of federal properties by the 
Department of Defense, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, GSA, and 
SBA. Since property sales to private parties can lead to development 
projects, such sales can indirectly affect the coastal environment. 

Direct Impacts Federal activities that can directly impact the coastal environment 
include construction of waste water treatment plants, maintenance 
dredging of harbors and rivers, disposal of dredged materials, and con- 
struction of federally funded highways. 

Although federally permitted waste water treatment plants remove 
many pollutants from waste water, these plants can also discharge pol- 
lutants, including toxic wastes, into the environment. These discharges 
can also raise the concentration of nutrients, such as nitrogen and phos- 
phorus, in coastal waters to levels that contribute to massive increases 
of tiny organisms, often referred to as “green tides” or “red tides,” 
which can harm or kill other marine organisms, 

The Corps has historically been responsible for dredging U.S. harbors to 
improve navigation and disposing of both contaminated and uncontami- 
nated materials produced as a result of this dredging. Dredging can 
destroy or alter the habitat of living marine resources if not conducted 
in an environmentally sound manner. Further, because dredged material 
is sometimes disposed of in wetland areas or at designated coastal and 
open ocean-dumping sites, the disposal of dredged material can also 
damage marine habitat and organisms. 

Federally funded highway construction projects can also have direct 
impacts on the coastal environment. Direct impacts include the filling of 
wetlands and the removal of vegetation that serves as a natural barrier 
for filtering sediments from the stormwater runoff that flows into 
coastal waters. 

The direct impacts most commonly associated with the activities identi- 
fied during our review were the filling of wetlands and those associated 
with the disposal of dredged material. In two of the dredging projects we 
reviewed, the dredged sediments contained chemical contaminants and 
were the subject of dispute. In one of these cases, NOAA efforts to 
mediate the dispute resulted in a settlement that was environmentally 
acceptable to state CZM officials. In the other case, the agency involved 
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agreed to submit an EIS to better assess the environmental impacts of the 
disposal activity. 

Indirect Impacts Indirect impacts can be less obvious to reviewers of proposed activities 
and more difficult to predict, avoid, or mitigate. Significant indirect 
impacts include accelerated population growth and development, which 
may occur with the construction of a new highway or bridge that 
improves access to coastal areas. Over the long term, such indirect 
impacts can be significant. 

In addition to the direct impacts described earlier, the construction of 
waste water treatment plants can also have significant indirect impacts 
on population growth and development. When sewage treatment 
capacity is increased, increases in residential and commercial develop- 
ment usually follow. 

The indirect impacts associated with Corps navigational dredging 
projects can include an increase in waterfront development as access for 
recreational boat traffic is improved. Increased waterfront development 
can, in turn, degrade coastal water quality due to increased oil residue 
from boats and nonpoint pollution related to commercial development.1 

Federally sponsored infrastructure programs, such as road and bridge 
construction, can provide the basis for the large-scale development of 
coastal areas. The increases in both residential and commercial develop- 
ment that accompany these programs can also lead to increases in both 
nonpoint runoff and waste water treatment discharges. 

The indirect impacts that surfaced in our review commonly involved 
nonpoint runoff from highways and residential development and the 
growth-inducing effects associated with construction activities. 

‘Nonpoint source pollution is defied as all pollution entering the surface water system from sources 
other than pipes. Examples include soil eroding intO streams, agricultural fertilizer seeping into 
creeks, and runoff from parking lots adjacent to rivers. 
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Disagreements The state coastal managers we interviewed were generally satisfied that 

Sometimes Exist as to federal activities were undergoing CZMA consistency reviews as required. c oas a managers in one state noted that to facilitate the review process, t 1 
What Types of Federal they hold formal interagency committee meetings, which include appro- 

Activities Are Subject priate federal agencies, in the pre-planning stage of a project when it is 

to CZMA Review 
easier to resolve potential problems. Other coastal managers explained 
that past problems with federal agencies have since been resolved due 
to efforts by CZM staff members to educate federal officials on the 
review process. In one state, for example, the CZM office prepared a con- 
sistency handbook to guide federal agency officials through the consis- 
tency review process. After this handbook was made available, 
improvements in federal agency compliance were noted. 

Nevertheless, although coastal managers indicated an overall level of 
satisfaction with their states’ consistency review processes, they identi- 
fied two instances in which the applicability of consistency review 
requirements was in dispute. First, coastal managers said that the appli- 
cability of consistency review requirements to projects that involve so- 
called paper transactions, such as the lease or sale of federal land or the 
designation of land for a future use, is being questioned by federal agen- 
cies. Second, the applicability of consistency reviews to projects that 
involve interstate impacts is also in dispute.2 In each case, 1990 amend- 
ments to CZMA help to clarify whether consistency reviews are required. 

Disputes Over Paper 
Transactions 

Until October 1990, CZMA provided that federal activities subject to con- 
sistency reviews included federally conducted or supported activities, 
including development projects, directly affecting the coastal zone. The 
term “directly affecting” has been the subject of controversy. Disputes 
have occurred over whether activities such as the lease or sale of fed- 
eral land or the sale of oil and gas leases are paper transactions that 
have no direct effect on a coastal zone and, therefore, are not subject to 
consistency review. 

The applicability of CZMA federal consistency review requirements to the 
sale of federal land by GSA was tested in court, In 1983, a federal district 
court ruled in Ono v. Harper,3 that a land transfer of two missile sites in 
a coastal zone had no direct effects on the land or water uses of the 
coastal zone. The court stated that the “mere transfer of title does not 

‘Federal projects that occur in one state but impact the coastal zone of another state. 

3692 F. Supp. 698 (D. Ha. 1983). 
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directly affect the coastal zone or the state’s management program. It 
does not change the way in which the land is being utilized.“4 Conse- 
quently, a federal consistency review was not required, 

In 1984, the United States Supreme Court ruled in Secretary of the Inte- 
rior v. California6 that the Department of the Interior’s sale of oil and 
gas leases on the Outer Continental Shelf are not activities that directly 
affect the coastal zone and, therefore, are not subject to consistency 
review under CZMA. The Court reasoned that the sale of a lease grants 
the right to conduct only very limited, preliminary activities. Full-scale 
exploration, development, or production may not begin until separate 
federal approval has been obtained. These latter activities are subject to 
consistency review, and approval to carry them out may be denied. The 
Court stated that: “In these circumstances, the possible effects on the 
coastal zone that may eventually result from the sale of a lease cannot 
be termed ‘direct’.“” 

Since this ruling, other federal agencies interpreted the Supreme Court’s 
decision in a manner that excluded some of their activities from under- 
going a federal consistency review. In some cases we reviewed, federal 
agencies maintained that activities such as land sales and ocean- 
dumping site designations are paper transactions that do not directly 
affect the coastal environment. Consequently, the agencies questioned 
whether these activities are subject to the federal consistency review 
requirements. Coastal managers generally believe that such activities 
should be subject to consistency review because any subsequent activi- 
ties on these lands could well result in significant impacts to coastal 
resources. 

In one case we reviewed, a private developer was able to purchase fed- 
erally owned land from SBA without going through the federal consis- 
tency review process because SBA maintained that the sale alone had no 
direct effect on the coastal zone. State coastal zone officials later discov- 
ered that the developer had built a condominium complex on the land 
with a septic system which did not meet state guidelines. State evalua- 
tion of the applicant’s engineering report suggested that the septic tank 
was sitting in groundwater which served as the complex’s drinking 
water source. The evaluation noted that, under such conditions, bacteria 

4692 F. Supp. at 700. 

“464 U.S. 312 (1984). 

“464 U.S. at 342. 
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and other contaminants could be discharged into the complex’s drinking 
water. A state coastal zone official told us that these problems would 
have been avoided if the land transfer had undergone a consistency 
review. 

In cases where subsequent activities need a federal license or permit, the 
required consistency review may be too late. Coastal managers believe 
they are in a weaker position to object to activities once the federal 
agency has leased or designated a property for a specific purpose. For 
example, until recently, under Secretary of the Interior v. California, 
consistency reviews of oil and gas lease sales were not required until the 
leases are sold and the buyer submits an exploration plan. According to 
one CZM official, at this point, the buyer has already made a considerable 
investment and the state CZM agency feels compelled to approve the 
exploration plan. He cited one case in which an oil company spent $333 
million to purchase its lease- before it had any assurance that its 
drilling plans would be deemed consistent with the state’s coastal zone 
management plan. He noted that, in cases where significant resources 
have been committed, the coastal zone management agency feels obliged 
to allow the project to continue regardless of the consistency review 
findings. 

EPA has said in the past that designation of an ocean-dumping site under 
the Ocean Dumping Act does not authorize any actual dumping opera- 
tions. Since dumping at designated sites may not take place until addi- 
tional federal permits have been issued, EPA maintained that designation 
in and of itself does not directly affect the coastal zone and therefore is 
not subject to consistency review. In October 1989, however, EPA estab- 
lished an Agency policy in which EPA agreed to voluntarily submit 
ocean-dumping site designations to consistency review. This policy also 
states the Agency’s belief that the applicability of CZMA requirements to 
this type of activity is “subject to debate.” 

Changes to CZMA'S consistency provisions enacted in the Coastal Zone 
Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 delete the term “directly” 
from the definition of those federal agency activities subject to consis- 
tency review. Now consistency review includes any activity “within or 
outside the coastal zone that affects any land or water use or natural 
resource of the coastal zone.” The conference report accompanying the 
amendments states that the amended provision is intended to overturn 
the Supreme Court decision in Secretary of the Interior v. California and 
makes it clear that oil and gas lease sales are subject to federal consis- 
tency review. The report states that the amendment also is intended to 
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make it clear that no other federal agency activities are categorically 
exempt from the consistency requirement, 

NOAA officials believe that the new CZMA language should be helpful in 
clarifying what federal activities are subject to consistency reviews. 
Specifically, these officials noted that the new definition of federal 
activities that are subject to consistency review should dispel the argu- 
ments previously submitted to NOAA by agencies that claim that some of 
their activities were exempt from CZMA consistency review requirements 
because these activities did not directly affect the coastal zone. These 
officials are concerned, however, that federal agencies may try to find 
other reasons for arguing that certain activities do not “affect” the 
coastal zone and are therefore not subject to consistency reviews. 

Disputes Over Projects 
With Interstate Impacts 

Disputes over the authority of a state CZM agency to review the consis- 
tency of federal activities arose in two cases where the federal activities 
in one state affected the land or water uses in the coastal zone of 
another state. Two states included in our review have attempted to 
invoke their consistency review authority over federal activities in an 
adjacent state. In one case, the proposed activity was suspended for rea- 
sons unrelated to interstate review authority, and the other case is cur- 
rently in litigation. 

The first case involves a dispute concerning whether South Carolina 
could require a consistency review of a project located entirely within 
the state of Georgia. The project, a residential and commercial develop- 
ment project, was proposed for construction on Hutchinson Island, 
Georgia, an island in the Savannah River between Georgia and South 
Carolina. 

The project developer applied for a dredging permit from the Army 
Corps of Engineers. The developer did not submit the project to South 
Carolina for consistency review and the Corps agreed that such submis- 
sion was not necessary.7 Nonetheless, South Carolina CZM officials 
objected to the issuance of the Corps permit and argued that the project 
was inconsistent with their state’s CZM plan because the project would 
produce adverse impacts to South Carolina’s coastal zone. These offi- 
cials claimed that the proposed dredging needed to construct a marina 
and access channels for this project would conflict with an earlier Corps 

7Since Georgia does not have a CZM plan, a consistency determination assessing this project’s effects 
on the coastal zone of Georgia was not prepared. 
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project to restore several hundred acres of freshwater wetlands located 
along a South Carolina river, South Carolina officials also claimed that 
the state’s coastal water quality would be degraded by pollution from 
marina activities. 

The state’s objection triggered an analysis of interstate federal consis- 
tency review rights under CZMA by the Corps, NOAA, and the Department 
of Justice. Justice, in response to NOAA'S request for comments, advised 
NOAA that, in its view, CZMA does not allow a state to invoke the consis- 
tency provisions of the act for a federal activity that occurs wholly in 
another state. Justice stated that it had previously taken this position in 
court proceedings. NOAA disagreed with Justice’s position and issued an 
opinion to the Corps that concluded that South Carolina had a right 
under CZMA and NOAA regulations to review and object to this activity. 
The Corps declined to follow NOAA'S advice and instead adopted Justice’s 
legal position. The Corps issued the necessary permit to the developer 
with certain conditions that partially satisfied South Carolina’s con- 
cerns. According to a South Carolina official, the developer has not pro- 
ceeded with this project. A state coastal manager we interviewed 
explained that, should the developer proceed with this project, the state 
would likely take legal action against the Corps to halt the project. 

The other case involves a Corps project to reallocate water used for gen- 
erating electricity from Lake Sidney Lanier to Atlanta, Georgia, where 
the water will be used for municipal and industrial water supply. This 
lake, located in Georgia, drains into a river that flows through Alabama 
and the coastal zone of Florida, Florida officials contend that the Corps 
water diversion project will reduce the flow in this river which, in turn, 
will degrade or destroy shellfish areas, wetlands, and other coastal 
resources in their state. The Corps has not prepared a consistency deter- 
mination for this project. Florida has initiated legal action to participate 
in a law suit filed by Alabama against the Corps.R Florida’s action is 
based, in part, on the Corp’s failure to submit the project to be reviewed 
for consistency with Florida’s CZM program. At the time of our review, 
the states of Florida, Alabama, and Georgia along with the Corps are 
attempting to settle the lawsuit by revising a Memorandum of Under- 
standing to modify the original Corps plan and avoid adverse impacts to 
Florida and Alabama waters. 

‘Alabama is suing the Corps, in part, on the basis that the Corps did not comply with NEPA. 
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Although the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 
did not specifically refer to interstate consistency, the amendments pro- 
vide that “each federal agency activity within or outside the coastal 
zone” is subject to consistency review. The objective of this amendment, 
as described in the conference report, is to establish that any federal 
agency activity, regardless of its location, is subject to CZMA review 
requirements if it will affect the coastal zone of a state with an 
approved CZM plan. While the amendment was specifically designed to 
overturn Secretary of the Interior v. California and dispel its shadow 
effect, the language also supports NOAA'S longstanding interpretation 
that federal agency actions within one state that affect the coastal zone 
of another state are subject to consistency review. 

According to NOAA officials, despite the CZMA amendments, some federal 
agencies will likely continue to maintain that some of their agencies’ 
activities are not subject to the CZMA consistency provisions. According 
to these officials, federal agencies that have historically maintained that 
their activities are not subject to the consistency provisions will likely 
try to find a loophole in the amendment’s language. As a consequence, 
these disputes may have to be settled in the courts. 

Disagreements Exist As noted in chapter 1 of this report, the NEPA review process was devel- 

as to the Adequacy of oped to help public officials make decisions based on a thorough under- 
standing of the environmental consequences of proposed activities. 

Environmental IJnder the NEPA environmental review process, both the direct and indi- 

Reviews Performed rect impacts of federal activities must be assessed. For most of the 

Under NEPA 
projects we reviewed, there was little dispute as to whether federal 
agencies undertook the actions required by NEPA. However, we identified 
several cases in which disputes occurred about the adequacy of the 
environmental reviews-particularly regarding how well indirect 
impacts were assessed and considered in project decisions. This problem 
can be attributed, at least in part, to the difficulty of predicting indirect 
impacts. Moreover, little guidance is available to federal agencies to 
assist them in making these assessments. 

With regard to the adequacy of environmental reviews conducted under 
CZMA, none of the state coastal managers we interviewed surfaced any 
concerns in this area. Instead, as noted earlier, disputes surrounding 
CZMA consistency reviews focused on if certain federal activities were 
subject to review. Coastal managers explained that the lack of disputes 
over the adequacy of the review process is probably attributable to the 
fact that a great deal of informal negotiation takes place between the 
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CZM agency and federal agency prior to the actual review. In most cases, 
this negotiation allows early resolution of conflicts that arise over 
whether the project is consistent with the state’s plan. 

Examples of 
Disagreements Over the 
Adequacy of NEPA 
Environmental Reviews 

During our site visits, we identified several cases in which the adequacy 
of environmental reviews was the subject of disagreements and, in some 
instances, litigation. Although the cases we reviewed varied consider- 
ably and involved different federal agencies, most of them focused on 
the extent to which indirect impacts were assessed. 

In two cases, environmental groups or state officials also questioned the 
adequacy of the agency’s assessment of direct impacts. In the case of a 
project involving the planned expansion of a naval base, an environ- 
mental group claimed that the Navy did only a cursory review of direct 
impacts and thus did not adequately assess the potential for destruction 
of wildlife habitats and the possible disturbance of existing hazardous 
waste sites. In a case involving a Navy project designed to test the 
effects of electromagnetic pulses on ships’ electrical and electronic 
equipment, state officials expressed concern that the Navy did not ade- 
quately assess the project’s potentially lethal effects on fish, birds, and 
shellfish. 

While assessments of direct impacts were sometimes at issue, most of 
the cases we identified had disputes involving the adequacy with which 
indirect impacts were assessed. For example, in a case cited earlier as an 
instance in which the need for a CZMA consistency review was disputed, 
environmental officials in Florida and Alabama also disputed the ade- 
quacy of the NEPA environmental assessment, prepared by the Corps of 
Engineers. The proposed project would divert water from current 
hydroelectric use in Lake Sidney Lanier in Georgia to supply water to 
the metropolitan Atlanta area. Alleging that the indirect impacts of this 
project on their respective states have not been adequately addressed in 
the environmental assessment, Alabama and Florida have initiated legal 
action to halt this project until a complete assessment of the indirect 
impacts to their states’ waters has been completed. Also at issue in this 
case is the Corps’ finding of no significant impact in its environmental 
assessment of this project. Under NEPA procedures, this determination 
precluded the need for the Corps to prepare an EIS, which would have 
provided more detail about the impacts of the project and a fuller oppor- 
tunity for Alabama and Florida to comment on the project. 
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Another case cited by environmental officials involved dredge and dis- 
posal operations associated with the construction of a Navy base in 
Puget Sound, Washington. The Navy planned to dredge material from a 
bay and dispose of this material in a deep water disposal site in Puget 
Sound. Some of the dredged material was known to contain certain 
chemical contaminants, and environmental groups claimed that the 
dredged material contained toxic wastes. The Navy planned to cover the 
site with a cap of “clean” material to prevent contamination of the 
water and marine life surrounding the disposal site. The Corps granted 
the Navy a dredge and fill permit for this operation, Environmental 
groups challenged this project, in part, on the basis that the indirect 
impacts of the proposed activity were not adequately addressed in the 
project’s environmental impact statement. Specifically, these groups 
were concerned that the integrity of the cap to prevent contamination of 
the surrounding environment over a long period of time was not proven. 

Questions Raised Over Assessment of indirect impacts has also been an issue in highway con- 

How Well Highway struction projects. It is generally acknowledged that highway construc- 

Construction Projects tion projects can induce significant growth and development. Increases 

Consider Indirect Impacts in commerce, industry, and residential development, which tend to 
locate along transportation routes, usually accompany highway con- 
struction or expansion projects. For example, in one case we reviewed, a 
federal official described a highway construction proposal as having the 
potential to spur the construction of large numbers of homes in a previ- 
ously undeveloped rural area. 

Disagreements over how well indirect impacts were assessed occurred in 
two highway construction projects we reviewed. In one case, for 
example, federal and state agencies expressed concern that the EIS for a 
proposed highway did not sufficiently address the highway’s impact on 
population growth and development along the proposed highway cor- 
ridor. A decade after construction began, the area along the corridor of 
this highway has filled with business parks, and population growth in 
the area has greatly increased. In another case, a state CZM official 
reviewing an impact statement for a highway construction project 
described the assessment as “appalling” because it failed to assess the 
tremendous growth impacts the highway would have. In the latter case, 
the state CZM office found that the re-routing and expansion of this 
highway would have “a significant growth-inducing” effect and pre- 
dicted that population growth would exceed state planning limitations 
established for this area by 100 percent. In response to these and other 
concerns, the highway was redesigned from four lanes to three. 
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To recognize the need to ensure that measures are taken to minimize the 
adverse environmental effects of transportation construction activities, 
in April 1990, the Federal Highway Administration issued a long-term 
environmental policy statement that enumerates several goals to mini- 
mize the adverse environmental impacts of highway construction 
projects. These goals include (1) promoting the integration of land use 
transportation and environmental planning; (2) encouraging states, met- 
ropolitan planning organizations, and local governments to identify and 
consider environmental concerns during the development of transporta- 
tion plans; (3) ensuring full and objective consideration of all reasonable 
alternatives that avoid adverse impacts to environmentally sensitive 
areas; and (4) ensuring that all necessary steps are taken to avoid or 
minimize the adverse effects of highway projects on parklands, air, 
farmland, energy, fish and wildlife, water quality, and endangered 
species. 

The disagreements about the adequacy of the indirect impact assess- 
ments for highway construction projects, as well as the disputes about 
the adequacy of indirect impact assessments for other federal activities, 
underscore the difficulty of conducting such analyses. As discussed in 
the following section, one factor contributing to the problem of inade- 
quate assessments is the lack of clear guidance under NEPA as to how 
these impacts should be addressed. 

Little Guidance Available Federal and state officials we interviewed generally agree that pre- 

on How to Assess Indirect dieting and assessing indirect impacts is difficult. According to these 

Impacts officials, there are many uncertainties involved in predicting and 
assessing impacts that are removed from a project in time and/or place. 
Although NEPA regulations require environmental assessments to con- 
sider indirect impacts, little guidance is available to federal agencies to 
assist them in this effort. For example, although the Council on Environ- 
mental Quality has issued guidance to federal agencies on identifying 
the types of impacts an EIS should address, the guidance provides little 
information on how these impacts can best be assessed. Similarly, NOAA'S 
guidance to federal agencies contains little information about how indi- 
rect impacts should be assessed. 

The need for federal guidance in this area may increase because the 
1990 amendments to CZMA require coastal managers to begin assessing 
indirect impacts in conducting federal consistency reviews. Specifically, 
the act provides that any federal agency activity “that affects any land 
or water use or natural resource of the coastal zone” is subject to the 
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consistency review process. The conference report accompanying the 
amendments states that it is the conferees’ intent that the term 
“affecting” be construed broadly, including direct effects that are 
caused by the activity and occur at the same time and place, and indi- 
rect effects that may be caused by the activity and are later in time or 
further removed in distance but are still reasonably foreseeable. With 
this provision, it becomes increasingly important to develop federal 
guidance on ways to assess indirect impacts. Officials from both the 
Council on Environmental Quality and NOAA acknowledged that addi- 
tional guidance to federal agencies on how to assess indirect impacts 
would be beneficial. 

Conclusions For many years, differing interpretations of CZMA requirements led to 
disagreements as to whether certain types of federal activities-partic- 
ularly those involving paper transactions and those with interstate 
impacts-were subject to the act’s federal consistency provisions. The 
1990 amendments to this act have, to some extent, addressed this issue 
by requiring that all federal agency activities that affect the coastal 
zone undergo consistency review. Previously, the act had only focused 
on activities that have a direct effect on the coastal zone. However, 
according to NOAA officials, the amended language may still leave some 
doubt in the minds of federal officials as to whether their specific activi- 
ties have an effect on land or water uses in a state’s coastal zone. 
Indeed, these officials told us that they expect some federal agencies to 
continue to argue that their particular activities do not affect the coastal 
zone at all. Consequently, we believe that the act’s implementing regula- 
tions need to clearly define the types of federal activities that are sub- 
ject to czMA’s consistency provisions. 

Although NEPA requires federal agencies to include indirect impacts in 
their environmental assessments, little guidance has been developed to 
assist federal agencies in developing such assessments. Disagreements 
between state coastal managers and federal agencies often focus on the 
adequacy of assessments of indirect impacts. Much of the controversy 
could be avoided through the development of better guidance on 
methods to identify and assess the indirect impacts of federal activities 
on the coastal environment. With the recent change in CZMA require- 
ments to require states to begin assessing indirect impacts in the federal 
consistency review process, federal guidance to assist states in this 
effort has become even more important. 
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Recommendations We recommend that the Secretary of Commerce direct the Adminis- 
trator, NOAA, to ensure that regulations currently being developed to 
implement the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 
clearly address those activities that have historically been the subject of 
disputes between state coastal managers and federal agencies and stipu- 
late whether such activities are normally expected to affect a coastal 
zone and are, therefore, subject to CZMA consistency provisions, 

We also recommend that the Secretary of Commerce direct the Adminis- 
trator, NOAA, in consultation with the Council on Environmental Quality, 
to develop and issue additional guidance on how to conduct environ- 
mental assessments of the indirect impacts of proposed federal activities 
in the coastal zone. 

Agency Comments and The Department of Commerce agreed that additional guidance is needed 

Our Evaluation to assess the indirect impacts of proposed federal activities on the 
coastal zone and said that the agency will address this need. Commerce, 
however, disagreed with our recommendation that NOAA ensure that reg- 
ulations to implement the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amend- 
ments of 1990 clarify whether certain disputed federal activities are 
subject to CZMA'S consistency provisions. Commerce believes that the 
changes made to the consistency provisions by the 1990 amendments 
merely codify NOAA’S existing interpretation of these provisions, with 
the exception of the amendment that states that oil and gas lease sales 
on the Outer Continental Shelf are subject to consistency review under 
CZMA. In this regard, Commerce stated that the Minerals Management 
Service of the Department of the Interior, which is responsible for off- 
shore leasing, has already begun to revise its procedures to comply with 
the new provisions. Consequently, Commerce does not believe that these 
changes require revising the implementing regulations as we 
recommend. 

Our review disclosed that, in the past, several federal agencies have 
maintained that some of their activities are not subject to CZMA consis- 
tency prOViSiOnS. NOAA Officials expect some agencies to continue to 
argue that certain activities are not subject to these provisions. As a 
result, we maintain that NOAA should revise its regulations to clarify 
whether federal activities that have been the subject of past disputes 
are subject to consistency review. 

Both EPA and the Council on Environmental Quality agreed with our rec- 
ommendations. The Council on Environmental Quality also said that it is 
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willing to assist NOAA in developing and issuing more guidance on how to 
assess the indirect effects of federal activities on the coastal zone. (See 
app. I, II, and III for further discussion of the agencies’ comments.) 
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While it is important to evaluate the impacts of specific activities on the 
coastal environment, having long-term, areawide plans is also important 
so that the cumulative effects of individual activities can be taken into 
account. Comprehensive plans that address environmental-as well as 
social and economic-goals for a region and the infrastructure needed to 
support growth could help decision makers in assessing the cumulative 
impacts of both federal and nonfederal activities on coastal resources. 
Thus, comprehensive plans could help ensure that development and 
environmentally sensitive resources coexist. 

We found that significant growth-related problems have occurred in 
coastal areas where comprehensive planning has not taken place, or 
where such planning took place only after significant development has 
occurred. We also found that where states have developed comprehen- 
sive plans for coastal areas, coastal managers have been better equipped 
to assess the long-term, cumulative impacts of proposed activities. When 
comprehensive plans are integrated into state CZM programs, the state’s 
ability to control activities adversely affecting coastal areas is 
increased. Although the CZMA has always encouraged participating 
states to develop comprehensive plans, NOAA guidance to states on plan- 
ning contains little information on how to assess the cumulative impacts 
of proposed activities. 

Lack of There are a number of examples where lack of comprehensive planning 

Comprehensive 
has contributed to environmental problems in coastal areas. In these 
cases, population growth and new development were allowed to occur 

Planning Often Results without considering the cumulative impacts of individual activities. In 

in Serious the examples discussed below, comprehensive planning was undertaken, 
but only after considerable damage had occurred. As a result, costly 

Environmental remedial action was required that has still not fully reversed the 

Degradation damage, 

Great Lakes Years of urbanization, industrial development, and agricultural activi- 
ties have deteriorated the water quality of the Great Lakes. As large- 
scale logging operations blocked feeder streams, spawning areas, and 
rivers with tree pulp and sediment, the natural flow of water was dis- 
rupted, filling the lakes with pulp and heavy particulates. Untreated 
domestic and industrial wastes from growing population centers added 
to the deterioration of water quality. 
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Despite their size, the Great Lakes have been especially sensitive to pol- 
lution. Because less than 1 percent of the total volume of water in the 
Great Lakes flows out the St. Lawrence River each year, toxic pollutants 
are left to accumulate in bottom sediments and fish. Concentrations of 
toxic wastes have affected aquatic life and the natural food chain. The 
relatively closed nature of the system has made the Great Lakes vulner- 
able to pollution over the long-term, and their huge volume of water has 
made reversal of pollution problems very difficult. 

To deal with this problem, Canada and the United States signed the first 
Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement in 1972 “to restore and maintain 
the physical, chemical, and biological integrity of the Great Lakes Basin 
ecosystem.” Under this agreement, the parties agreed to develop a sys- 
tematic and comprehensive approach to identify specific actions neces- 
sary to control existing sources of pollution, abate environmental 
contamination already present, and restore beneficial uses of the waters. 
Although this agreement has been in place for almost 20 years, we 
reported, in September 1990, that progress has been slow in cleaning up 
the Great Lakes. * 

Chesapeake Bay Activities similar to those in the Great Lakes have also impaired the 
environmental quality of estuaries and coastal regions. In the Chesa- 
peake Bay area, several incidents have focused public attention on envi- 
ronmental problems. Declines in submerged aquatic vegetation have 
affected valuable fisheries, bottom-dwelling organisms, and waterfowl 
populations; numerous shellfish beds have been closed because of bacte- 
rial contamination; and contamination of sediments and organisms by 
metals and organic chemicals is severe in local areas. Many of these 
problems are caused by pollutants originating from municipal sewage 
treatment plants and from agricultural runoff. Other pollutants enter 
the Bay from industrial sources and from urban runoff. 

In response to concerns about the environmental quality of the Bay 
area, the Chesapeake Bay Program began in 1977 as a federal-state 
partnership, involving Maryland, Virginia, Pennsylvania, and the Dis- 
trict of Columbia. This program is intended to address the complexity of 
problems and multiple responsibilities for activities affecting the envi- 
ronmental quality of the Bay area. A recent program initiative involves 

‘Water Pollution: Improved Coordination Needed to Clean Up the Great Lakes (GAO/RCED-90-197, 
Sept. 28, 1990). 
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developing and implementing plans for managing the effects of popula- 
tion growth and development in the Bay region. Although initiatives to 
restore the Bay have been developed and implemented, it is still too 
early to determine the effectiveness of these measures. 

Puget Sound Other coastal regions have also suffered from the cumulative effects of 
individual activities. The environmental degradation of Puget Sound, for 
example, is reflected in the fact that some areas in this estuary have 
been designated as Superfund sites. High concentrations of toxic metals 
and organic chemicals have made a section of the Sound one of the most 
contaminated sites in the country. In addition, large parts of commercial 
shellfish beds have been closed because of bacteria contamination, 
These impacts have arisen from waste disposal practices and from 
nonpoint pollution. Over 400 municipal and industrial pipelines dis- 
charge significant quantities of pollutants into the Sound. Runoff from 
agricultural lands, forests, and urban areas is also a major contributor of 
pollutants to the Sound. 

To deal with pollution problems from multiple sources, the state of 
Washington created the Puget Sound Water Quality Authority in 1983 to 
manage and protect water quality in the Sound. In 1985, EPA initiated 
the Puget Sound Estuary Program which is jointly managed by EPA, the 
Authority, and the Washington State Department of Ecology. The Puget 
Sound program focuses on (1) identifying and prioritizing known envi- 
ronmental problems, including those associated with chemical contami- 
nation in the Sound; (2) developing an information base that 
incorporates scientific data on estuarine processes, current environ- 
mental conditions, and changes to those conditions; and (3) developing a 
coordinated approach to estuarine management for the effective and 
timely resolution of environmental problems. The program finalized its 
comprehensive conservation and management plan for the estuary in 
December 1990. 

Cape Cod Barnstable County, Massachusetts, an area commonly known as Cape 
Cod, is located in this state’s coastal zone. Rapid population growth 
transformed Cape Cod from a group of rural villages into a suburban 
community with regional problems. These problems included increased 
housing, traffic congestion, waste disposal, and contamination of coastal 
waters. Historically, no mechanism existed on Cape Cod for making land 
use decisions on a regional basis, and development projects in one town 
could easily affect adjoining towns. 
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Regional impacts of local activities are particularly important on Cape 
Cod since the area relies on a sole-source aquifer for its water supply. 
The water table on Cape Cod is near the surface and the soil is highly 
permeable, making the area especially vulnerable to groundwater pollu- 
tion Four landfills on Cape Cod have been cited by the state as potential 
threats to drinking water supplies and the environment. 

In January 1990, Massachusetts enacted a law to address the need for 
regional-level, comprehensive planning for development activities on 
Cape Cod. This law established a 19-member regional land use planning 
and regulatory commission with authority to control projects that have 
impacts beyond a local area and to regulate development projects pro- 
posed to take place within designated districts of critical planning 
concern. 

Comprehensive Plans While the use of comprehensive plans has increased for specific coastal 

Are Not Always areas, policies vary on the statewide use of such plans. In recent years, 
some state and local governments have become increasingly aware of 

Integrated Into 
CZM Programs 

State the environmental damage that can result from the cumulative impacts 
of individual activities in coastal areas. Recognizing the environmental 
problems caused by uncontrolled growth, these state and local govern- 
ments have established comprehensive plans for their coastlines. Others, 
however, have not yet evaluated development-oriented activities within 
the context of an overall plan. Further, even where comprehensive plans 
have been developed, these plans are not always integrated into state 
CZM programs, If the plans were integrated into CZM programs, the states 
would have increased authority to restrict federal activities in coastal 
areas because these activities would be subject to the CZMA consistency 
provisions. 

In 1985 and 1986, Florida revised its “Local Government Comprehen- 
sive Planning and Land Development Regulation Act.” Under these revi- 
sions, the state established statewide goals, policies, and guidelines for 
use by local governments in developing detailed comprehensive plans 
for their areas. Among the factors that the state requires local compre- 
hensive plans to address are (1) how and when approved infrastructure 
projects will be completed to meet the needs of future development, (2) 
hurricane and erosion hazards, and (3) wetlands protection. 

According to Florida state officials, the local comprehensive plans are 
not linked to the state’s CZM program and, therefore, federal activities 
are not required to be consistent with the local plans. Although the state 
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reviews proposed federal activities for consistency with local plans and 
can object to a proposed federal activity,2 the federal agency is not 
bound by the state’s objection, In contrast, if the plans were part of 
Florida’s CZM program, the state would have greater authority to restrict 
federal activities that are inconsistent with state plans. Similarly, Mas- 
sachusetts would have greater authority to restrict federal activities in 
its coastal areas if activities affecting Cape Cod were integrated into the 
state’s CZM program. 

California’s 1976 Coastal Act was enacted to provide for the conserva- 
tion and development of California’s coastline. The act established (1) 
the California Coastal Commission as a permanent state CZM agency and 
(2) polices to guide coastal zone conservation and development deci- 
sions. The act also created a unique state and local government partner- 
ship to assure that public concerns of statewide importance are reflected 
in local decisions about coastal development. This partnership is 
achieved through the development of Local Coastal Programs by each of 
California’s coastal cities and counties. Local programs consist of a land 
use plan, zoning ordinances, and other implementing actions to protect 
coastal resources and set rules for future development. 

Unlike the programs just described, California’s Local Coastal Programs 
are part of the state’s CZM program and, as such, have provided criteria 
for determining the consistency of proposed federal activities with the 
state CZM program. In one notable case, the California Coastal Commis- 
sion initially rejected a proposed, federally supported, 4-lane highway in 
San Mateo County that was intended to replace a 2-lane highway. The 
Commission objected to the proposed highway, in part, because its 
increased capacity was projected to accelerate growth in the area at a 
level that was inconsistent with the Local Coastal Program for the area. 
This Local Coastal Program required the Commission to consider the 
long-term impacts of this project and to determine whether population 
growth beyond that anticipated in the local program would be accept- 
able. A scaled-down version of the proposed highway was ultimately 
approved by the Commission. 

South Carolina intends to integrate local comprehensive plans into its 
CZM program. In 1988, South Carolina amended its Coastal Zone Manage- 
ment Act to require each of the state’s coastal communities to develop 
and implement comprehensive management plans, including land use 

2This review is accomplished under Executive Order 12372, Intergovernmental Review of Federal 
Programs. 
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controls, for their beachfront areas. A state coastal manager said that 
once these local plans are developed, they will be integrated into a state- 
wide comprehensive management plan and incorporated into the state’s 
CZM program. Once this integration takes place, the state will have the 
authority to object to federal activities that are inconsistent with its 
comprehensive plans. 

Coastal Zone 
Management Act 
Amended to 
Encourage 
Comprehensive 
Planning 

In 1972, the Congress envisioned that a primary purpose of CZMA was to 
control land use activities that have a direct and significant impact on 
coastal waters. In considering reauthorization of CZMA in 1990, the Con- 
gress concluded that this basic underlying purpose of the act had not 
been effectively implemented. As a result, the Congress included provi- 
sions in the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 to 
require state CZM programs to more clearly focus on controlling land use 
activities and to encourage state CZM programs to improve in certain 
areas, such as the assessment of the cumulative impacts of activities 
affecting coastal areas. 

The 1990 amendments require each participating state to develop a 
“Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program” to implement land use 
management measures for controlling nonpoint source pollution.3 The 
amendments authorize state grants totaling $42 million over 4 years to 
help states develop programs to deal with nonpoint source pollution 
problems and provide that states that do not develop such programs will 
have their annual CZM implementation grants cut by up to 30 percent. In 
developing nonpoint source pollution programs, states are required to 
identify (1) land uses that may, individually or cumulatively, contribute 
to degradation of coastal waters; (2) critical areas in the coastal zone 
within which new land use activities will be subject to land use manage- 
ment measures; and (3) outstanding resource waters within the coastal 
zone to serve as a signal that land use activities must be particularly 
sensitive to pollution problems. 

The 1990 amendments also encourage each participating state, through 
a “Coastal Zone Enhancement Grants” Program, to continually improve 
its CZM program in one or more of eight areas: (1) managing and pro- 
tecting coastal wetlands, (2) reducing threats to life and property from 
natural hazards, (3) improving public access to coastal areas, (4) 
reducing marine debris, (5) assessing cumulative and secondary impacts 

3The 1990 amendments to CZMA specify that these programs shall be coordinated closely with state 
nonpoint programs established under section 319 of the Clean Water Act. 
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of coastal growth and development, (6) preparing special area manage- 
ment plans, (7) planning for the use of ocean resources, and (8) siting of 
coastal energy and government facilities. The amendments authorize 
annual funding of up to $10 million for this program and specify that 
state participation in this program is voluntary. 

Little Guidance NOAA officials that we interviewed agreed that long-range, comprehen- 

Available on How to sive plans would help states better manage the cumulative effects of 
activities on the coastal zone. Such plans would allow states to deter- 

Address Cumulative mine not only what types of activities should occur in a specific area but 

Impacts also how much of a particular activity is environmentally acceptable. 
These plans would, in turn, provide a basis for determining the cumula- 
tive impacts of an individual activity on a coastal area and for judging 
whether these impacts are acceptable. 

The Chief of NOAA’S Coastal Programs Division told us that a good com- 
prehensive plan should address all of the issues that affect the coastal 
zone-including erosion control, hazards management, pollution reduc- 
tion, recreational access, and the effects of growth and development-in 
an integrated manner. According to this official, most of the states with 
federally approved CZM programs do some form of land-use planning; 
however, only about one-third of these states have good comprehensive 
plans. This official said that two of these states do a particularly good 
job assessing the cumulative impacts of projects based upon their com- 
prehensive plans. 

To encourage states to do comprehensive planning, NOAA issued guidance 
in the mid-1970s on how to develop comprehensive plans. This guidance 
contains little information about how to assess the cumulative impacts 
of activities on the environment, and the Chief of NOAA'S Coastal Pro- 
grams Division acknowledged that this guidance should probably be 
updated and expanded in order to better address such assessments. 
Moreover, this official also acknowledged that, although NOAA has 
helped states share information about coastal zone management in the 
past, NOAA could better facilitate the exchange of information between 
states regarding techniques for using comprehensive planning to better 
assess cumulative impacts. 

In consideration of the recent CZMA amendments, NOAA plans to issue 
guidance to states on how to develop and implement nonpoint source 
pollution programs and guidance related to the eight management 
improvement areas of the Coastal Zone Enhancement Grants program. 
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At this time, NOAA officials are in the early stages of developing this 
guidance and are not certain how this new guidance will address the 
assessment of cumulative impacts. 

Conclusions If recent trends continue, stresses on coastal resources, occasioned by 
population growth and new development, can be expected to continue 
well into the next century. While it is important to assess the immediate 
impacts of individual activities on coastal resources, the cumulative 
impacts of these activities should also be considered in the decision- 
making process. The development and use of comprehensive land and 
water use plans would provide coastal managers with a tool for 
assessing the long-term and cumulative impacts of activities affecting 
coastal resources. Use of this planning tool would also improve the 
ability of coastal managers to intelligently balance economic develop- 
ment and environmental protection goals in coastal regions. 

Historically, comprehensive planning requirements for coastal areas 
have generally been invoked in reaction to significant environmental 
degradation or population growth that threatens environmental 
resources. At the federal level, the Great Lakes, Chesapeake Bay, and 
National Estuaries programs were all established in response to signifi- 
cant environmental problems in the affected waters. However, these 
programs were established only after serious environmental degradation 
had occurred and, as a result, costly remedial action will be needed to 
reverse past damages. While the four states we reviewed all had some 
form of comprehensive planning in place, these plans were well-inte- 
grated into state CZM programs in only one of the four cases. 

The 1990 amendments to CZMA that require states to develop programs 
to address nonpoint source pollution and encourage state CZM programs 
to improve in certain areas, such as the assessment of the cumulative 
impacts of activities affecting the coastal zone, are a step in the right 
direction. These amendments provide states with an opportunity to take 
preemptive action by providing a basis for developing comprehensive 
plans for coastal areas that not only address pollution from nonpoint 
sources, but also establish long-term goals for all coastal areas, and 
plans to achieve these goals. Linking the comprehensive plans to state 
CZM programs would provide states authority to object to proposed fed- 
eral activities that are inconsistent with the comprehensive plans. 

Existing NOAA guidance to states on how to develop comprehensive plans 
is not current and could better address the assessment of cumulative 
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impacts. W ith better guidance on comprehensive planning, more states 
would be in a better position to assess the cumulative impacts of activi- 
ties on the coastal zone. In addition, states could also benefit from 
exchanging information with other states that have developed compre- 
hensive plans that effectively address the assessment of cumulative 
impacts. 

Recommendations We recommend that the Secretary of Commerce direct the Adminis- 
trator, NOAA, to improve assistance to the states on how to address the 
cumulative impacts of activities on the coastal zone. In this regard, NOAA 
should (1) update and expand its existing guidance on how to develop 
comprehensive plans, with emphasis on identifying and assessing cumu- 
lative impacts, and (2) better facilitate the exchange of information 
between states on innovative and effective techniques for using compre- 
hensive planning to better assess cumulative impacts. 

Agency Comments and Commerce agreed that additional guidance is needed to help assess the 

Our Evaluation cumulative impacts of federal activities on the coastal zone. However, 
Commerce did not say whether the agency will address this need by pro- 
viding additional guidance to states on comprehensive planning. We 
believe that comprehensive plans can be an effective tool for addressing 
the cumulative effects of activities on the coastal zone. In this regard, 
we continue to believe that NOAA should update and expand its guidance 
to states on comprehensive planning and better facilitate the exchange 
of information among states on innovative and effective techniques for 
using these plans to address cumulative impacts. 

EPA and the Council on Environmental Quality generally agreed that, 
additional guidance is needed to help assess cumulative impacts. EPA 
noted that, together with the Council on Environmental Quality and 
other organizations, it is preparing a guide to assist federal agencies in 
addressing cumulative impacts. (See app. I, II, and III for a further dis- 
cussion of the agencies’ comments.) 
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WASHINGTON, DC. 20460 

WFEE OF 
POLICY, PLANNiNa AND EVALUATM 

Mr. Richard L. Hembra 
Director, Environmental Protection Issues 
Resources, Community, and Economic Development Division 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Hembra: 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the 
General Accounting Office (GAO) draft report entitled “Coastal 
Pollution: Environmental Impacts of Federal Activities Can Be 
Better Managed." In accordance with Public Law 96-226, I am hereby 
providing the formal Agency response to the draft report. 

GAO has examined whether federal agency activities affecting 
coastal areas are undergoing required environmental reviews and 
whether such reviews ensure that all major environmental impacts 
are considered in the decision-making process. To examine these 
types of federal activities, GAO focused primarily on two federal 
statutes: the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) and the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The Coastal Zone Act 
Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 brought into focus the 
importance of proper management of the territorial sea and the 
exclusive economic zone, as well as control of land use activities 
which result in nonpoint source pollution of coastal waters. 
Because the report was drafted before CZMA reauthorization, many of 
the issues cited by GAO have since been resolved and clarified. 

Specifically, the report focuses on cases where federal 
agencies have contended that certain activities were not subject to 
CZMA consistency review requirements because they did not 
"directly" affect the coastal zone. The 1990 CZMA amendments, 
however, now require federal agencies to ensure consistency with 
state coastal zone management programs of all federal activities in 
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See comment 1, 

See comment 2 

or outside of the state's coastal zone that affect land or water 
use or natural resources in the coastal zone, regardlees of whether 
thier impact is direct or indirect. For example, GAO cites the 
federal government's past practice of not obtaining a consistency 
certification for outer continental shelf oil and gas lease sales. 
Oil and gas lease sales were targeted during reauthorization. 
Under the present law, the Department of Interior would clearly be 
required to ensure consistency prior to conducting a lease sale 
that affects land or water use or natural resources in the state's 
coastal zone. 

The problems identified by GAO concerning NEPA primarily 
involve the adequecy of the cumulative (direct and indirect) impact 
analysis included in the NEPA document. While the NEPA discussion 
should be expanded to clarify its purpose and intent, we agree with 
the report's conclusion that little guidance is available for 
states to evaluate the cumulative impacts of various activities on 
the coastal zone. The report recommends that the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) be directed to develop 
guidance and provide assistance to address this need. NOAA should 
directly coordinate their identification of covered actions with 
the federal programs involved in consistency reviews. In addition, 
all levels of government, including federal, state, and local 
agencies, should be encouraged to improve their ability to assess 
and manage indirect and cumulative effects of individual 
activities. Attention by a single federal agency is unlikely to 
improve our capabilities in this area. 

To this end, EPA, the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), 
and the National Science Foundation are funding a World Wildlife 
Fund/Conservation Foundation project to prepare a guide for 
environmental managers to improve the manner in which programs 
address the cumulative nature of environmental problems. The guide 
proposes a framework for evaluating how environmental management 
programs currently account for cumulative impacts and how they 
could do so more effectively. The guide is presently in draft 
form. 

Whether or not cumulative impacts fall under an agency's 
jurisdiction, NEPA requires the disclosure of such impacts in order 
for the public and decision-makers to be well-informed. However, 
while an agency must consider environmentally preferable 
alternatives, NEPA does not require an agency to select 
environmentally preferable alternatives, avoid impacts, or provide 
compensatory mitigation. Under NEPA, the agency is required to 
identify mitigation capable of reducing identified impacts to a 
level below significance, but not necessarily to implement such 
mitigation. The strongest mitigation requirements are often 
embodied in a federal agency's own regulations, such as the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers' requirement that fish and wildlife impacts 
attributable to federally-funded construction be offset. Thus, 
perfecting the process of environmental impact analysis does not 
guarantee a reduction in adverse impacts, although it provides the 
agency with crucial information. 
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See comment 3. 

See comment 4. 

See comment 5 

An equally important management tool may be long-range plans 
for coastal zones. Such plans have the potential to help minimize 
adverse environmental effects, particularly if they incorporate 
growth management elements for states with high rates of growth. 
However, federal agencies often attempt to separate proposed 
federal actions as much as possible from the local planning 
process, assuming that growth, planned or unplanned, would occur 
with or without the proposed federal development. These agencies 
often take the position that, from a policy and legal perspective, 
it is not their role to question local decisions as to how to spend 
federal funds. Overall, a reluctance to address long-range 
planning may be understandable given the highly charged economic 
and political debates which surround questions of local growth. 

The draft report does not identify several agencies whose 
activities also affect the coastal zone: the U.S. Coast Guard 
(through administration of shipping lanes and oil spill contingency 
plans 1, the National Marine Fisheries Service (through the 
administration of fishery management plans), the U.S. Forest 
Service (in cases where National forests ..are contiguous with the 
coastline or encompass watersheds with substantial coastal 
drainage), and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. 

Finally, the report refers to various examples of federal 
activities that impact the coastal environment. Without the actual 
project names and locations it is difficult to verify the accuracy 
of the statements. Referencing those projects would improve the 
clarity of the report. 

Page-by-page comments are enclosed. In addition, draft copies 
are being returned to you under separate cover'containing editorial 
comments in the margins. Thank you for the opportunity to respond 
to the draft report. 

Singerely, 

Acting Assistant A&&strator 

Enclosure 
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The following are GAO'S comments on the Environmental Protection 
Agency’s letter. 

GAO Comments 1. We agree with EPA'S comments that the provisions of the Coastal Zone 
Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990, as discussed in our report, 
are intended to clarify that all federal agency activities are subject to - 
consistency requirements if they affect natural resources, land uses, or 
water uses in the coastal zone. However, our review disclosed that sev- 
eral agencies have maintained that their activities are not subject to con- 
sistency requirements, and NOAA officials told us that these agencies 
may continue to argue that their activities are not subject to these 
requirements. Therefore, we continue to believe that NOAA should revise 
its regulations to clearly address those activities that have historically 
been the subject of disputes and stipulate whether such activities are 
subject to CZMA consistency provisions. 

2. Given the difficulty involved in assessing the cumulative impacts of 
activities on the environment, we support EPA'S current efforts to help 
federal agencies improve these assessments. In addition to these efforts, 
however, we believe that comprehensive land and water use plans 
would provide coastal managers with a valuable tool for assessing the 
long-term and cumulative impacts of activities affecting coastal 
resources. In this regard, we continue to believe that NOAA, given its 
responsibilities for CZMA, should improve assistance to states on how to 
develop comprehensive plans that address cumulative impacts in coastal 
areas. 

3. We realize that many of the issues addressed by comprehensive plans, 
such as land use issues, are the responsibility of state and local govern- 
ments. Accordingly, we do not suggest that federal agencies need to 
become involved in state and local land use planning issues. However, 
we continue to believe that NOAA, as the agency responsible for adminis- 
tering CZMA, should improve assistance to states in developing and using 
comprehensive plans to help assess the cumulative impacts of federal 
activities on the environment. 

4. As stated in our report, we did not attempt to develop a complete 
universe of all federal activities affecting the coastal environment. 
Instead, our review focused on the most significant federal projects 
occurring in the four states and two estuaries selected for our review. 
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6. Our intent was not to identify and publicize the merits of specific 
projects but rather to use these projects to obtain insights about the ade- 
quacy of environmental reviews. 
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report text appear at the 
end of this appendix. 

UNITED STATeb DEPARTMmNT OC COMMERCE 
Thm Ammlmcmnt bmormtmry for Admlnlmtrmtlon 
W.¶f!IhinQtOn, D.C. 20230 

Mr. Richard L. Hembra 
Director, Environmental Protection Issues 
Resources, Community and Economic 

Development Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D-C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Iiembra: 

Thank you for your letter requesting comments on the draft report 
entitled, "Coastal Pollution: Federal Impacts on Coastal 
Environmental Quality Can Be Better Managed." 

We have reviewed the enclosed comments of the Assistant Secretary 
for Oceans and Atmosphere and believe they are responsive to the 
matters discussed in the report. 

Enclosure 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Aui8tnnt Scmetary 
National Ocennic and Atmospheric Administration 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

Mr. Richard L. Hembra 
Director, Environmental Protection Issues 
Resources, Community, and Economic 

Development Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D-C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Hembra: 

Thank you for your letter requesting the Department's comments on 
the draft General Accounting Office (GAO) report entitled coastal 
POlLLULL s . ed I t 
Be Better Manaae$, Our specific comments are indicated on the 
enclosed. In addition, we have two general comments with regard 
to the recommendations contained in the report. 

The GAO report recommends that NOAA revise its regulations 
pursuant to Section 307 of the Coastal Zone Management Act 
(CZMA), the Federal consistency provisions, so as to further 
stipulate what types of Federal activities are subject to those 
provisions. We do not agree with this recommendation. 

The changes made to Section 307 in the 1990 reauthorization of 
the CZMA merely codified NOAA's existing interpretation of that 
Section with one major exception. The new provision overturns 
the 1984 Supreme Court decision which found that oil and gas 
lease sales on the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) did not 
l'directly" affect the coastal zone, and therefore, were not 
subject to the Federal consistency requirements. The Minerals 
Management Service, which is responsible for OCS leasing, has 
already begun to revise its procedures to comply with the new 
provisions. Therefore, we believe extensive revision to our 
regulations is unnecessary. NOAA will continue to work with 
Federal agencies to implement the Federal consistency 
requirements. 

The second and third recommendations of the report is that NOAA, 
in consultation with the Council on Environmental Quality, 
develop and issue additional guidance on how to assess the 
indirect and cumulative impacts of proposed Federal activities on 

THE DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
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the costal zone. We agree that such guidance is necessary. We 
will be refocusing some of our efforts under the Coastal Ocean 
Program in order to address these needs. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft report. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 
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The following are GAO'S comments on the Department of Commerce’s 
letter. 

GAO Comments 1. We recognize that the 1990 amendments to the Coastal Zone Manage- 
ment Act made changes to the consistency provisions of this act that 
overturned the Supreme Court’s 1984 decision in Secretary of the Inte- 
rior v. California. As the conference report accompanying the 1990 
amendments states, however, the conferees also intended that the 
changes clarify that all federal agency activities-whether in or outside 
of the coastal zone-yffecting any natural resources, land uses, or water 
uses in the coastal zone are subject to the consistency requirements. The 
conference report clearly states that no federal agency activities are cat- 
egorically exempt from this requirement. Also, our review disclosed that 
several federal agencies, other than the Department of the Interior, have 
maintained that their activities are not subject to CZMA consistency 
requirements, and NOAA officials told us these agencies may continue to 
argue that their activities are not subject to these requirements. Accord- 
ingly, we continue to believe that NOAA should amend its regulations to 
clearly address those activities that have historically been the subject of 
disputes and stipulate whether those activities are subject to CZMA con- 
sistency provisions. 

2. Commerce agreed that additional guidance is needed to help assess 
the indirect and cumulative impacts of federal activities on the coastal 
zone. We believe that comprehensive plans can be an effective tool for 
addressing the cumulative effects of activities on the coastal zone. 
Therefore, we continue to believe that NOAA should update and expand 
guidance to states on how to develop and use comprehensive plans and 
facilitate the exchange of information between states on how to use 
comprehensive plans to address cumulative impacts. 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

WAWINOTON. DC. 20500 

Michael R. Doland 
Chalrmen March 19, 1991 

(202) 395.5080 

Mr. Richard L. Hexnbra 
Director, Environmental Protection Issues 
Resources, Community and Economic Development 

Division 
General Accounting Office 
441 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Hembra: 

I am enclosing the Council on Environmental Quality's comments On 
the proposed report Coastal Pollution: Bnvironxneptal Imoacts of 
Federal Activities Can Be Better Manaaed (GAO/RCED-91-85). 

Thank you for forwarding the report to the Council for review and 
comment. 

' Michael H. Deland 

E2ClOSl;Ze 
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Environmental Quality 

The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) has reviewed the 

th 
particular emphasis on those portions of the report which discuss 
the how proposed federal agency activities affecting coastal 
areas are currently reviewed and considered under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 

In general, CEQ agreee with the findinge in the report, 
particularly thoae pertaining to the uncertainty and difficulty 
which federal agencies experience in evaluating indirect impact8 
and cumulative impacts of proposed actiona. Because the CEQ 
regulations implementing the procedural provisions of NEPA apply 
to such a wide range of actions' occurring in virtually all types 
of ecological contexts, CEQ hae traditionally left the issue of 
the moat appropriate method of analyzing impacts to each agency. 
However, we concur that the areas of uncertainty identified in 
this report are problematic for agencies, and have no objection 
to working with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration as they develop and iesue additional guidance on 
how to conduct environmental assessments of proposed federal 
activities which affect coastal areas. 

1 
. "Major federal actions" include new and continuing 

activities, new or revised agency rules, regulations, plans, 
policies, or procedures and legislative proposals. 40 C.F.R. 
1508.18(a). 
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Major Contributors to This Report 

Resources, Peter F. Guerrero, Associate Director, (202) 252-0600 
Steven L. Elstein, Assistant Director 

Community, and Teresa F. Spisak, Assignment Manager 

Economic Gregory A, Kosarin, Advisor 

Development Division, ~~~~~~~~a~~,~~~~at~r 
Washington, D.C. 

Boston Regional O ffice Gerald L. Laudermilk, Evaluator-in-Charge 
Tracey G. Westbrook, Evaluator 

Office - of General 
Counsel 

(16001 I) 

. 

Y  
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